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Abstract

This research aims to discover the psychological state of farmers in the agricultural cultivation of food crops during the COVID-19 pandemic. It is a descriptive explorative study which explores the farmers’ opinions regarding their agricultural activities during the COVID-19 pandemic which reached its peak between March and June 2020. During this period, a Large Scale Social Distancing (LSSD) system was enforced in some areas. The data collection was conducted in June 2020 before the implementation of the new normal, involving 634 respondents which spread across 40 districts throughout Java. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic period, almost all farmers continued to carry out their agricultural activities. Some farmers had implemented the health protocols. According to most farmers’ opinions, doing the agricultural activities made them healthier. With regard to COVID-19, most farmers behave normally, while the rest feel worried. Agricultural extension activities are constrained and hampered by the implementation of physical and social distancing, especially large-scale social restrictions. Seeing the psychological condition of the farmers, where most are continuing to cultivate food crops and only slightly worried about the COVID-19 pandemic, gave hope for the sustainability of agricultural production in the new normal period.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 disease has developed into a pandemic, starting with a small chain of spread, which then culminates in a larger chain in many countries resulting in its spread around the world. Currently, the US is the country worst affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. The rapid spread of COVID-19 around the world has left people afraid, panicked, concerned and anxious (Shammi et al., 2020). Such situation also occurred in the Indies farmers and they became mentally stressed because there were no people to harvest their goods. Cultivated products such as vegetables, fruits, flowers, species etc. cannot be exported overseas which will affect their economy (Varalakshmi and Swetha, 2020).

The National COVID-19 Task Force team, said that until the end of August 2020, the development of COVID-19 in the districts was better than in the cities; this was due to: (1) the population, which was more dense in the cities, 55 percent of Indonesia's population was in cities, (2) in urban areas there are more places that allow people to gather in large numbers (such as malls and entertainment venues)
(Nugrahenny, 2020). The same thing happened in the Philippines, there were fewer cases of COVID-19 in several provinces far from metropolitan cities (Kahambing and Edilo, 2020). The impact of the COVID-19 lockdown has resulted in food and nutrition shortages in the most poverty-vulnerable groups due to heavy livelihoods (Shammi et al., 2020). The sustainability of agricultural production must persist. In Italy, the impact of the lockdown in the agri-food sector was that a quantity of entrepreneurs, are having difficulties in obtaining labor. This issue is very important, because in agri-food sector, the labor are working in all of the aspects in food production. There is no doubt that the primary sector, especially agriculture and food which is also related to industry, is very strategic and important. Therefore, the sustainability of this sector must be maintained (Baraccia et al., 2020).

It is a fact that the COVID-19 pandemic causes psychological stress (World Health Organization, 2020). In the larger community, it may have a variety of psychological impacts, such as anxiety, stress and worry, as a result of news about the increasing number of COVID-19 victims. Inaccurate or misleading news can trigger psychological stress which in turn affects the stress hormones (Effendi et al., 2020). Stress is a common problem that occurs in the lives of human beings and can afflict anyone anywhere. Problems arise when people experienced a particularly large amount of stress. The effect of stress can jeopardize physical and mental health and an excessive amount of stress can present a danger to each one of us (Lumban Gaol, 2016).

Based on a concept introduced by Cannon, namely the fight-or-flight response, stress can be defined as a bodily response to some stimuli (Lumban Gaol, 2016). The impact of COVID-19 has shown that the current pandemic is both aggravating the already existing stresses and at the same time creating new stressors; with potentially serious consequences that may worsen preexisting health conditions (Lemke et al., 2020). Anxiety is defined as an emotional condition that causes discomfort characterized by feelings of worry, anxiety and fear so that it can interfere with life (Annisa and Ifdil, 2016). The results of a research in Saudi Arabia on students, showed that the impact of Corona Virus (MERS-CoV) were 77% reported minimal anxiety, 18.4% reported mild anxiety, 4.6% reported moderate anxiety and none of them reported severe anxiety (Al-Rabiaah et al., 2020).

In general, individuals who experience stress will have difficulties in managing their lives; because stress will lead to anxiety and send the nervous system out of control. The nerve centers in the brain will activate the sympathetic nerves, which in turn will encourage a secretion of the adrenaline and cortisol hormones, which ultimately mobilizing the other hormones in the body. When an individual is living in a stressful situation, his or her physiological condition will encourage the release of sugars from the liver and the breakdown of body fats, thus increasing the fat content in the blood.

This condition will lead in increasing blood pressure and more blood to be redirected from the digestive system to the muscles, leading to an increase in the production of gastric acid, making the stomach feel bloated and nauseous (Haqi et al., 2019). Anxiety about death is a human psychobiological condition that is inherited from human ancestors. Thus, human action will lead to efforts to maintain life and avoid things that can threaten life (Zariayufa et al., 2019). In stress management theory, stress management techniques and how subjects respond to stressors are very much influenced by the stage of development that is being undertaken (Haqi et al., 2019).

The stress that arises during the time of the COVID-19 pandemic may be in the form of:
1. Fear and anxiety about a person’s own health or the health of a loved one; 2. Changes in a person’s sleep pattern and/or eating pattern; 3. Difficulty sleeping and concentrating; 4. Deterioration of the physical health of a person with a preexisting chronic illness and/or psychological disorder; 5. Increase in use of medication (Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020).

In normal conditions, Java Island agriculture is a national food buffer (Waridin, 2015). With the COVID-19 pandemic, there will be shocks regarding food sectors which is a concern of national food security. The COVID-19 pandemic played roles in major economic shocks, particularly on the resilience of the agri-food sector during this period (Hossain, 2020), especially in developing countries where self-employment, wage-workers and informal workers are threatened by the disruption of food supply chains, movement restrictions and trade (Baraccia et al., 2020). March 2020 was the
start of the implementation of the Indonesian government’s policy to work and study from home (Yulianti et al., 2020). The pandemic resulting from the appearance of a new type of corona virus, known as COVID-19, is today still far from being over. The World Health Organization has issued a warning, calling upon all countries in the world to be better prepared to deal with the virus. The Indonesian government clearly needs to give its full attention to the agricultural sector in the midst of this COVID-19 pandemic (World Health Organization, 2020). Without safeguarding the fundamental needs for the vulnerable ultra-poor group, it can undeniably cause the socioeconomic crisis and mental stress due to the COVID-19 lockdown (Shammi et al., 2020).

This issue needs to be addressed, because in the conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic, food supply must continue, because food is the main necessity of life. The COVID-19 pandemic has an impact on health, social, economic and psychological conditions. The psychological condition of farmers in carrying out crop cultivation activities greatly determines the sustainability of agricultural production. By looking at the psychological condition of the farmers, it can be used to properly formulate strategies as guidance and assistance to farmers in the new normal period, so that sustainable agriculture and food availability can be maintained. The purpose of this study was to determine the psychological state of farmers in food crop farming activities. This study is to explore the opinions of farmers about carrying out their agricultural activities during the COVID-19 pandemic which reached its peak between March and June 2020, prior to the implementation of the new normal, specifically on the psychological state of farmers similar to study conducted by Bennett (2016) and Harlianty et al., (2019).

MATERIALS AND METHOD

This study was a descriptive explorative study. During the pandemic period, a Large Scale Social Distancing (LSSD) system was enforced in some areas (Djalante et al., 2020; Pragholapati, 2020; Setiati and Azwar, 2020). Therefore, it is necessary to accurately describe the impact of the lockdown on farmers’ psychology that determines the production chain of the agri-food sector at the national level, in order to develop successful ideas and efficient strategies for post-COVID-19 recovery in the agricultural sector (Barcaccia et al., 2020).

The variables observed in this study including sociodemographic such as farmers’ education level, food crop commodities cultivated by most farmers in Java (such as rice, vegetables, secondary crops and intercropping) and access to farmers about their agricultural activities during the pandemic, farmers’ motivation to keep on conducting fields’ activities (respondents who are required to choose more than one answer), the efforts made by farmers to protect themselves from COVID-19, the farmers’ state of mind when carrying out farming activities with regard to COVID-19 and the role of extension workers during the pandemic. Questionnaires were collected in a standardized manner (Simha et al., 2017; Akter et al., 2018).

The data of this research was collected online with Google forms. Informal discussions were performed, in order to understand farmer’s circumstances, practices and constraints (El Sheikh et al., 2017). Randomized face-to-face interviews were conducted by surveyors who interviewed farmers, who then entered the data into a Google form (Simha et al., 2017). The results of the data in the Google form will be displayed in the form of a percentage of farmers' opinions. It included a total of 634 respondents which covered 40 districts in Java Island, Indonesia. The number of samples is based on farmer representation so that it will produce an accurate results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study revealed that commodities produced by the respondents of this research were rice (54.7%), vegetables (21.3%), secondary crops (16.2%) and intercropping (7%). Lowland rice is a commodity that is widely cultivated by farmers in Indonesia, especially on the island of Java, hence, they can describe the actual conditions better. The education levels were dominated by Elementary School (38.8%), followed by Middle School (23.5%) and High School (24.6%) with 6.5% of respondents having no formal education and 6.6% holding a university degree. Farmers’ community was dominated by low educational levels, their ability to capture and digest various information is low. This will act as an inhibitor in following
the developments in the existing conditions, including COVID-19.

In developing countries, where most of the people work in the agricultural sector, the impact of COVID-19 is obvious; as in Bangladesh, most of the impact were seen on low-income people (Shammi et al., 2020). The farmers got mentally stressed for the reason lack of labor for harvesting their crops. The cultivated products such as vegetables, fruits, flowers, species etc. cannot be exported to the foreign countries which will affect their economy.

This research studied the condition of Indonesian farmers in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic. Out of the 634 respondents, 99.6% were continuing with their agricultural activities. Of this 99.6% who were continuing with their agricultural activities, 24.8% were adhering to health protocols, while 64.7% were continuing to carry out their activities as usual. Meanwhile, 10.1% of the respondents had reduced their agricultural activities. Only 0.4% were no longer continuing with their agricultural activities (Figure 1).

The farmers believe that since agricultural cultivation is their main job as well as their responsibility; hence, in the current conditions they should still carry out these activities. For the farmers whom have continued to carry out their agricultural activities as usual, the reason was that they believe cultivating the land does not have any effect on their health, or simply that they are unaware of the danger of COVID-19.

In performing their agricultural work, only 35.3% of all respondents were either aware of health protocols, had reduced their activities, or were no longer carrying out their activities in the field.

It is common knowledge that the government’s instructions to practice physical distancing and other health protocols have been widely made known through various media. Some of the health protocols include wearing masks, washing hands frequently and keeping a distance from other people. With a view to this response, compliance to government advice is unique amongst farmers. Compliance as the degree to which a person adheres to and follows medically assigned health procedures (Lutfey and Wishner, 1999). Compliance is the awareness of an individual to practice the recommendations given to the individual, even without monitoring by the person giving the advice. This means that the awareness of the farmers is something quite interesting and is of course influenced by a number of factors, such as the acquisition of information, the desire of the individual and the obedience and consistency of the farmers in complying with these regulations.

The research results showed that the majority of the farmers (64.7%) who had been continuing with their usual activities were not adhering to government advice or health protocols. A person’s compliance to a request, suggestion, or health recommendation arises because of the individual’s belief that something is posing a threat to his or her health. This is explained using the Health Belief Model (HBM) theory, which refers to an individuals’ personal belief in the threat of a disease and its transmission, including the seriousness of the disease and the person’s vulnerability to the disease, so that the individual perceives benefit from the recommendations of a health practitioner because he or she can avoid the disease (Jones et al., 2015). We know that the corona virus is a new virus for which there is yet any cure. In addition, the number of deaths from the virus is very high. These two facts are perceived as the greatest threat by individuals who...
treat this virus seriously. Belief that the disease is dangerous is one of the key factors that makes a person either comply or not comply with the given health recommendations.

Apart from HBM, another theory that can explain about a person’s compliance with health recommendations is the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), in which the main focus is a person’s intentions. There are 3 important aspects in this theory, namely attitude towards behavior, subjective norms of behavior and behavioral control (Mahmud and Uyun, 2016). Attitude towards behavior is strongly influenced by belief in the final outcome, which in this case is a person’s health, or avoidance of the coronavirus. The subjective norms of behavior are influenced by the views of people around an individual and the motivation that supports the emergence of an individual’s compliance. This means that compliance is also strongly influenced by how the surrounding environment supports an individual to comply with existing advice or recommendations. The final aspect is concerned with the ability of a person to control his or her behavior so as to continue to comply with the given health recommendations.

The farmers’ persistence in continuing with the agricultural cultivation is due to the belief that their activities have no bearing on the onset of COVID-19. Based on the opinions of the farmers, 98.9% of the respondents who decided to continue their farming activities in the field stated that they believed it had no effect on the possibility of becoming infected by COVID-19 and only 1.1% believed it would be feasible to catch the COVID-19 disease. In fact, 51.4% of the respondents stated that carrying out their agricultural cultivation activities would actually make them healthier, since it was a form of exercise and 33.6% believed they were healthier because they were getting more vitamin D to help boost their immune system (Figure 2). According to Mutiarachmah and Maryatmi (2019), there is a significant positive relationship between optimism and psychological well-being. Individuals who work happily will have positive feelings at all times, because they are able to manage and control the work so as to maximize performance and provide happiness (Nandini, 2016). Optimists are quicker to accept the reality of a challenge and cope difficult live (Snyder and Lopez, 2002).

A person’s conviction that he or she will be able to avoid anxiety is a way of preserving the mental state in dealing with COVID-19. Certain beliefs, such as exercising to stay healthy and getting more vitamin D from the sun, demonstrate the farmers’ spirit in coping with the pandemic. This shows evidence of positive affect in dealing with the current situation. Positive affect is a feeling that reflects a level of pleasurable involvement with the environment (Clark et al., 1989). There is a consistent pattern in several studies about positive affect which connected to physical health (Cohen and Pressman, 2006).

Lindfors and Lundberg (2002) prove that a positive psychological condition can lower the release of the cortisol hormone. A number of studies have found that positive affect can lower the morbidity rate and the appearance of symptoms and pain (Cohen and Pressman, 2006). This has the effect of lowering the hormone cortisol which is the main stress hormone related
to various pathological conditions (Steptoe et al., 2005); cortisol has the ability to make a person more calm and relaxed (Pressman and Cohen, 2005). COVID-19 is caused by a virus that attacks human’s immune system. That positive affect (PA) has very significant connections with the immune and cardiovascular systems (Pressman and Cohen, 2005), proves that a person’s immune system will be affected by their feelings (affect). When a person is able to be high-spirited, happy, enthusiastic, calm and relaxed, his or her level of immunity will go up, which can act as an antidote to the virus in this time of pandemic.

The reason why farmers continue to carry out their agricultural cultivation is to provide them with subsistence to meet their daily needs. This can be seen from Figure 3, 79.20% of farmers answered that they had to fulfill their daily needs. There are several reasons for someone to work, one of which is to make ends meet or financial necessities (Smith, 1975). The agricultural business is their main source of livelihood; hence, if their agricultural activities came to a halt, they will have no source of income. In addition, farming is a routine activity that they do daily, so it would feel strange not to be performing their usual activities. There are 5 reasons for someone to work, one of which is that work is a habit (Smith, 1975). Another reason why they continue with their agricultural activities is to prevent the land from becoming neglected if it is left unplanted.

In Figure 3, it is seen that 53.50% of the farmers answered that the land was not neglected. In addition, 3.60% of the farmers answered that their reason was for meeting their friends and 7.20% answered that they were bored at home. In addition to earn income and living activities, the function of work is to identify, connect or associate with other people or jobs and having meaningful life experiences (Smith, 1975). Relationship or association with other people at work is one of the things that motivates a person to work.

Health is closely related to one’s attitude towards life’s problems. In this pandemic condition, psychologically accepting emotional events tends to increase emotional resilience and reduce stress (Acharibasam and Anuga, 2018). An optimistic attitude about life can promote good health and even accelerate the healing process when recovering from a serious illness or facing a situation like the current COVID-19 pandemic. The attitudes that appear to be most helpful are optimism, hope and above all the feeling that this has an impact on the quality of life itself. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the health conditions of 95.4% of the farmers were good, with no fever or cough reported, while 4.6% suffered from a fever or cough but none of them showed any indication of being infected with COVID-19. This proves that people conducting agricultural activities are not susceptible of the danger for becoming infected by COVID-19, as long as health protocols continue to be adhered to, such as wearing a mask, keeping a distance and washing hands or bathing after returning home from the field.

An attitude of optimism, while continuing to pay attention to health protocols, makes it more likely for a person to avoid catching...
COVID-19. With regard to these health protocols, the research results show that in carrying out their activities during the COVID-19 pandemic, 58.7% of the farmers washed their hands every time they finished work, while only 22.2% wore masks and 19.1% did not wear masks because they felt obstructed or uncomfortable in their work (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Efforts made by farmers to protect themselves from COVID-19

The farmers got mentally stressed for the reason of lack of people for harvesting their goods. The cultivated products like vegetables, fruits, flowers, species etc. cannot be exported to the foreign countries which will affect their economy (Varalakshmi and Swetha, 2020). When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, the human mind became one of its victims. Information and news about the increasing number of COVID-19 victims from one day to another can potentially have a serious impact, leading to stress, fear and anxiety in the community. Anxiety about the consequences of COVID-19 is an aspect of the COVID-19 pandemic that is often ignored. The COVID-19 pandemic has caused another problem, namely a pandemic of anxiety that will lead to stress. Stress is an environmental situation that a person perceives to be so oppressive that the individual in question is only able to accept the stress stimulus directly without any process of evaluation (Lumban Gaol, 2016).

With regard to the farmers’ feelings, the research results show that while carrying out their agricultural activities during the situation of the pandemic, 36.6% of the farmers felt anxiety (Figure 5). The COVID-19 pandemic makes people stressed because they are afraid and anxious about the new disease; about how great its impact might be and because they do not know when it will end. Inaccurate news from various mass media can sometimes trigger anxiety, while health protocols such as social distancing can make people feel isolated and lonely, thus increasing levels of stress and anxiety. Anxiety occurs when a person has a problem that they feel unable to solve, thus leading to feelings of frustration due to a lack of control (Sadaghiani and Sorkhab, 2013).

Figure 5. Farmers’ feelings while carrying out their farming activities
Anxiety, fear and panic are all parts of the mental health risks that cannot be avoided by people who are being monitored for the disease. These psychological risks can cause a person’s health condition to deteriorate. Therefore, it is suggested that people minimize watching, reading, or listening to news about COVID-19 that causes anxiety or stress and seek information only from reliable sources. In this kind of condition, law enforcement’s act against irregularities is the most appropriate action (Varalakshmi and Swetha, 2020), including the dissemination of false information that disturbs the public. As was the case in the Indies, if anyone created a panic situation due to the spread of false information in any way, for example: sharing any information on social media is punishable by a prison sentence (Varalakshmi and Swetha, 2020). However, the research results showed that the majority of farmers, or 58.2%, stated that they felt fine and did not feel any anxiety. Agricultural extension plays an important role in identifying the various needs and problems the farmers face and communicating these problems to the farmers so that they can accept and apply them accordingly.

The activities of counselling for the farmers done by an agricultural agent are really hampered due to physical and social distancing. Mass gathering of people at this time is strictly prohibited. Meanwhile, the counselling activities are often carried out by gathering a group of farmers. In addition, the implementation of work from home also reduce the activity of counselling. This situation will affect the performance of the agents. Based on previous research, the performance of an agricultural agent is very much determined by their personal and their environmental situation (Syafuddin et al., 2013). So that, the declining performance of agricultural agents is closely related to the situations that do not allow them to do counselling activities like in normal situate.

The role of the extension agent during the COVID-19 pandemic has not functioned optimally, with only 11.9% of the respondents saying they had received ongoing counselling, while the rest were rarely or never visited. This was due to the ‘work from home’ policy which is currently being implemented. The role of extension needs to be given more priority in this period of the new normal. The role of these agents should not simply to provide information about cultivation techniques or health protocols during the COVID-19 pandemic but also to motivate the farmers to continue working. For this reason, extension measures are needed to provide encouragement so that the farmers are able to accept all the uncertainties about when the COVID-19 pandemic will end, thus reducing their anxiety and stress, as well as helping them to understand that the rice-field is not a dangerous place to carry out their activities, as long as they remain alert and follow the health protocols.

CONCLUSIONS

This research showed that throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, almost all farmers continued to carry out their agricultural activities. Some farmers had implemented the health protocols. According to farmers’ opinion about agricultural activities, they mostly stated that doing the agricultural activities will make them healthier. In their opinion about COVID-19, most farmers behave normally, while the rest feel worried. Agricultural extension activities are constrained and hampered by the implementation of physical and social distancing protocols, especially regarding the large-scale social restrictions. Seeing the psychological condition of farmers, most of them were continue to cultivate food crops and are only slightly worried about the COVID-19 pandemic in farming. It gives hope for the sustainability of agricultural production in a new normal period.
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